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In the recent pape~ 1 / we have proposed an invariant formula
tion of background-field method of renormalization for the Lagre.n
gians with nonlinear realization of a symmetry group. The formalism 
developed allows us to obtain counterterma, which eliminate ultra
violet divergences in a manifestly invariant form without consi
dering the equations of motion. The counterterms are constructed 
of a small number of beforehSnd known invariants of a group, 
furthermore the procedure of the determination of the coefficients 
for the invariants enables us to calculate the minimal possible 
number of diagrams. 

In the present note we adduce the results of the application 
of the proposed mathod to the calculations of the two-loop counter
terme at the theories with nonlinear realization of a semi.simple 
symmetry group G == H ® H with spontaneously broken symmetry of 
vacuum. It is of interest in connection with the investigation of 
the possibility of the dynamical restoration of symmetry in the 
case of nonlinear realizations. I 

By the phenomenological tagr&ngians method/3 the Lagrangian 
invariant under the group G can be written in the form: 

VJ 4 r ~ i( i 
d-.. = 2 c, "'p wt" (A)l.<.lr(A) ~ 2. WI"' A) WI"' (A) • (1) 

where wfV' (A) are differential Cartan forms of the group G 
They can be defined via the finite transformations of the group 
by the equation 

G-'(A)'}G(A)= i[ ~CA)+ 8r(A)J= i[w; x. + e; X.}. (2) 

Here Xi are the generators of the subgroup H =G/H taken in the 
adjoint representation ( }! is the vacuum stability subgroup), 
C2 is the quadratic Casimir operator. The parameters of the 
group(A)are identified with the fields of particles. 
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In papez-'11 the follo•ing expression for one-loop counter-

terme I r r ~ I 

6 '(£ = --2 L SpWMW'°Wvwv + 2-,SpUJMWvW"'W' J 
~ 3·(16:rre) ' ' ' ' (3) 

was obtai~ed, using the continuous dimensional regularization, 
•here f.::: d..-4/2 , and ci-. 4 is space-time dimension. 

To obtain IL -loop counterterms it is neceeeary:/1/ 
(i) to change variables A-At+)<j> in the initial Lagrangian, 

where the symbol (+) means addition with taking account of the 
geometry of curved ieospace (guotient space G/}{ ), 1.e., 
GlA)-G(A)Gi'l') or Wl"'(A)-W!"(A,'-1) and W/"(A,'f) is 

given by the formula/4/ 
.. . e (' t 

-i } n (rm"-)' L w,,,{A) ~ ] 
WI" (A ''-f) = ,L_, (- J.) .. l 'I e (2n_ l! + (212+0! , <4 l 

e n "0 

where (J>""'f) =~'fl+ i(G!riAl'!/} i':,, th~ ~ova1•nt derivative, 
( mz 0 )'e ~ CJ,·e ' 0fl l t :: - :J :1'11 f Je cp If ; :fj~ are the structure 

constants of the group. 
Field cp ie the quantum intemal field, and field A is the 

background one; 
(ii) to expand ~ (AC+l'i') into the powere o:f 'f up to <p Zit. 

and then to carry out the expansion of the counterterme of lower 
order up to tp 2n- 2 • The expansion of the counterterm.e reproduces 
the subtraction in the subgraphs. 

In the two-loop approximation the generating Lagrangian has 
the fo:rm 

£';:~ = fl (.])l"'<p~Q),..'I'~ - 'f'WrlA)Wr(A'J'-{l j-+-

1 
. . (5) 

+ i -1'1'~'\')w,,.,,'f- S'PGb_.,'ll)Cl>,..'l')'P +~<pX'wr'f'fX'u;,.<f}. 
All coefficient functions in £ i\ .... t are the products of 

forms Wr(A) and Q/"'(A'> • Thie fact allows us to obtain mani

festly invariant counterterms, written in te:nne of Cartan forms, 
without expansion over fields. 

The construction procedure for counterterm.s is based on the 
initial group synanetry. Counterterms are constructed in the fona 

D. 2£. "' a..1 T ... + · · · + a,, Iw , (6) 
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where IJ.) ... , T"' is the complete set of linearly independent 
invariants of the group, and a1:i •.• 1 0...# are the functions of the 
regularization parameter defined by the contribution into invari
ants from different divergent diagrams. 

The invariants ere represented ea traces of the products of 
Cartan fonns and their covariant differentials/61, and if the 
continuous dimensional regularization is used, they become uniform 
structures of power [])wj 2K[wJ 2(n...+.i-lK~ l<=O~i,.,,,n.-1 ~ rt is the 
number of loops. Linearly independent invariants are chosen 
allowing for the etruct~re equations of group; 

rorGv- 'UvGr + i[Qr, Eiv]=-i [oJr,r.vv]o= c1.,.,, 
(7) 

<OrWv -'O,Wl"-1-i[Gr,Wv]=-i [wr,Gv]o= Crv 
and in the two-loop approximation have the form 

Ii= Sp ~wrwvwvwpw(' , I 2 = SpwrwvWrWvu.JrWP, 

"I' = s p ajt" U}v Wv wt' (.(Jr(.,\+ ' I~ = ,3 p WI"' w,, WI' Uf. WV w('' 

T 5 = .SpWl"Wvwpw,,...c+wv. cs> 

1(; = .Sp.])!"'w/"J>,,W,, u+ (Ur, T t ~ £ P])rWv]f,Wv WP Wp' 

1:~ = $pJl!"'u;.,])vWp WvWI', Tg =£p])rWvJ},4fC.Vf'W", 

I, 0 =.::\p.])rWr WP ::D,,C.Vv WP , I,.= .Sp])J"'Wf" Wv ])vwp alp 

With the help of the structure equations (7) the invariants can 
be transformed into the form, where they ere d:trectl.y reproduced 
by the combinations of the coefficient functions from the Lagran
gian (5), 1.e., (eeel11) 

.Ji= I 2 -T, = i Sp~w,,CJ-,,WrW('= -}!:p<j-"<j-"WP((}F, 
32 = I,_ +'I_,,~ Sp [ wrw,,wrw.,wr0+ +wrw.,w,,wrl<f''+], 

:r, = -1 1 • :OT,_-< :r, - ".>Ts~ - ; cSpCrvCprCvp, 
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J:, = T ,- 1 2 ..,. T~- 15 "-Sp[CrvC('r'W,UJf' + CrvCfrltflUvJ, 
J 5 = -T, -I,+ T,-T,= i ;>pLw

1
.Jc?vc;,rw"wP + C

9
l 

+WA-<}· c('("' WvWr + (,+ltJ.,Cp("'W('WV + WJ-lir 1'rWP<A.;,3, 

Jo=IG, 3, = T~, Ji= I~ . ::S- 0 =I 9, J,.,= .L'°, J,,=T.,. 
Coefficients CZ i are defined from the following diagrams 
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.Sp '}«·0/0vWv ec+ "<)p 9 JG , 

£p riir co, Y, w, Wr wr "'>' J 1, 

.Sp 1--lVr'<lvWpCu,Wr ~ T&, 

Sp"r'°•>-"-'r wpwv ~) ::r,, 
..Sp --Or UJI"' wfi 'Ov WvU.)" ·=) j~.J, 

~p""" Wr Wv'OvWpWp=i> J« 
The final result of our calculations is 

" /';, 'f. - L 2C2 b I 
2.- i,,.l 9(16:Ji'2.6)'2. 2 l' 

6,,=-z~.(i +~\ +-E-(f1- ~\ 
, 2{N+2.)) 96·3 N+.2. )> 

b2 = _i_ ( 20 + 15"·691 )- _G_ ( 211 + W-161 \ 
)/!, N+2. 96·{, Nt-2- ), 

b,=-1-(i-~\ +-E-(23- ~\ 
1b tJ+Z.) 96. 2. f(+2. ) ' 

Here C 2 is the Casimir operator, N is the number of group 
parameters. We point once more, that invariants (8) do not include 
the products of traces. Thia reflects the so-called property of 
the algebraic dualit;y"61. To our mind, such products, even if they 
appear should not contribute to the counterte:rms. Otherwise they 
should be included in the initial set of the invariants (8). 

Tb.us, we have obtained the general formula for the two-loop 
counterterms of the field theories with nonlinear realization of 
a eemieimplo e;ymmetry group of tho G = H @ H type. 

Bote, that in the proposed approach the power of the inva
riants in· the Cartan fo:rms increases with the number of loops. 
Thie fact indicates that the pure-symmetry arguments do not lead 
to the closed form of the Lagrangian and to its renormalizability 
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in the ordinary sense. The situation is of interest, when the 
coefficients for the higher invariants are not arbitrary, but are 
determined by the coefficients for lower ones. Physically it 
means dynamical restoration of a symmetry group which is more Wide 
than the initial one. The role of the carrier of this symmetry would 
play the botmd state of initial fields. In the simplest case tJl,is 
possibility was already analysed in paper/71, where the dynamical 
appearance of the isoecalar 0 -field was supposed, but ended in 
failure. However, in the consideration of more complicated variant 
of the () -model, including, for ex8JJ1J>le, ieotenaor 6" -fields, 
the one-loop approximation can be interpreted in this manner. The 
question on its validity in the two-loop and high8r approximations 
is now tmder consideration. 

The authors express their gratitude to Dr.V.N.Pervuehin, 
Dr.E.A.Ivanov and Prof. D.V.Shirkov for useful discussions and 
interest in the work. 
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